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Welcome Message
Welcome to the IOSH Singapore Branch— representing health and
safety professionals in South East Asia pacific region.
“Last few months was really
exciting for IOSH Singapore Branch
and its members as we were all
part of the XXI World Congress on
Safety and Health at Work held in
Singapore from 3rd to 8th Sept 2017,
followed by APOSHO 2017. Besides
this, IOSH SG also organised the
International Networking night on
the 4th Sept 2017 with office bearer
from IOSH UK and many past IOSH
presidents and IOSH members from
various countries. International
Networking night provided an
excellent platform for all IOSH
members to meet up with the
members from UK Head office and
learned more about ‘WORK 2022’
strategies. Plus, IOSH exhibited at
the World Congress provided a
great opportunity for delegates all
over the world to learn about the
initiatives and efforts by IOSH in the
field of OSH.
Besides these special events, IOSH

SG continue to hold their EXCO
meetings, involvement in setting
Singapore standards, technical visits, conferences and etc to enhance
the knowledge of OSH professional.
I welcome all IOSH members and
new members to join us in the upcoming events, as an IOSH family.
Look out for the upcoming technical
visits, webinar and Christmas
networking night; there will be a
webinar on the 11th Dec 2017,
which will be hosted by Prof.
Andrew Sharman who is an expert
in HSE leadership and the author of
‘From Accidents to Zero’.
I hope you will enjoy the news and
see the benefits of joining IOSH and
our Singapore Branch. I will look
forward to meeting you at our
events throughout the year.”
Best regards and wishes,
Bhupendra Singh Baliyan
Chair, Singapore Branch
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Annual General Meeting

President Mr. Graham Parker President chart out five –years strategy to propel towards shaping the
future of safety and health.
IOSH Singapore held its 6th Annual
General Meeting at Marina Mandarin Hotel on the 9th May 2017. It
was a privilege and honour to have
Mr Graham Parker, IOSH President
and Mr. Tim Briggs with us for the
night. Mr Graham Parker addressed
Singapore on the five-year global
strategy
transformation
programme. With the set of direction,
he spoke about transforming our
community to be more agile,
modern and flexible as an organisation towards “WORK 2022”. To
reach our goals, we can deliver our
three interlinked programmes of
action – Enhance, Collaborate and
Influence.
The launch of IOSH blueprint and
CPD courses will enhance our
personal competency profile and
framework for the profession and
business. With the effective
continuing profession development, IOSH looks forward to see
more Chartered Members into our
community as well as introduce
‘future leaders’ programme for
those early in their health and
safety careers. He also spoke about
the need to collaborate with other
organisations and representative
bodies, maximising the benefits of

business of good health and safety
and through partnerships, create
new opportunities to promote to
decision – makers their value as
leaders in the organisations they
work for. IOSH will also introduce a
new global model to influence and
engage consistently with organisations to become a centre of
excellence in occupational safety
and health.
Chairman, Mr Bhupendra Singh
Baliyan highlighted the events held
in 2016. One of the initiatives IOSH
Singapore Branch had done was
executive committee member,
Mdm Seah Sok Hwee, brought
health and safety professional practice to the local community where
they are situated far away from
proper medical care and suffers
from poverty in China and the borders of the Tibetan mountains.

Another initiative IOSH Singapore
has completed was the commission
of five animated short videos, that
focus on ‘Safety at School’ and
targets between 8—11 year old
students. The video package has
launched formally around third
quarter of 2016 and it is available
via social media or upon request.

The next highlight was the IOSH
study trip to Australia. Mr Jason Oh
represented IOSH Singapore Branch
in this trip along with other
Government agencies, organisations and Singapore’s Minister of
State for Manpower Mr. Sam Tan.

Our 2017 Branch Exco now consists of
Founding Chairman

Harry Ho Sai Kwong

Executive Member

JC Sekar

Chairman

Bhupendra Singh Baliyan

Executive Member

Jason Oh

Vice Chairman

Lim Ping

Executive Member

Sadia

Immediate Past Chairman

Darren Brunton

Executive Member

Tang Ting Keng

Hon. Secretary

Nurul Asshekin M

Executive Member

Sarah Oh

Treasurer

Dr. Desmond Lee

Executive Member

Molly Yuan Xiaomo

Executive Member

Seah Sok Hwee

Executive Member

Kenny Chen
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Next, was the presentation of
Treasurer’s Report and Statement
of Accounts by our Treasurer — Dr.
Desmond
Lee.
He
brought
attention to important section of
the financial statements and
clarified the account when
questioned. Generally the reports
were well received and had no
objection to the annual report.

Bhupendra continued with a short
speech and welcomed the new
ExCo members. He also highlighted
the programme outlined for the
new financial year. Bhupendra
urged all members to come
forward to join the IOSH family,
together with collaborative efforts
IOSH will be able to make an
impact in the Safety and Health
industry.

Sharing Expertise

Australia Work Trip with Workplace Safety & Health Council

The evening ended with Mr Parker
giving the President’s Silver Award
to Harry Ho (IOSH Singapore
Branch
First
Chairman)
in
recognition of his contribution
support and guidance to past
chairman and also to the branch.

Earlier in the year, IOSH Singapore
Branch was part of an educational trip
to Australia to exchange health and
safety knowledge and was represented
by EXCO member Jason Oh.
We have made steady improvements
in workplace safety and health
performance in Singapore over the
past decade. But things seem to have
plateaued in the past few years at
around 2.0 deaths per 100,000 workers
(having been 1.8 in 2014 and 1.9 in
2016).
To
try
and
achieve
further
improvement, the Ministry of Manpower and the Workplace Safety and
Health (WSH) Council have launched
the ‘WSH 2018 Plus’ plan, which sets
to bring Singapore back on track to
reduce the fatality rate to 1.8 per
100,000 employed people by 2018.
The Government has introduced stiffer
enforcement penalties, balanced with
enhanced support programmes to
tackle immediate challenges. The Ministry has identified three key priorities:
 Improving workplace safety and
health performance in the
construction industry
 Strengthening competence
 Building collective ownership.

To help achieve these aims, an 18member delegation travelled to
Australia to draw lessons from their
experience in improving workplace
safety and health in construction.
The trip was led by Singapore’s
Minister of State for the Prime
Minister’s Office and the Ministry of
Manpower, Mr Sam Tan, and included
representatives from the Ministry of
Manpower,
the
WSH
Council,
Singapore Contractors Association
Limited, the Singapore Institution of
Safety Officers and others.
As one of the key workplace safety and
health partners in Singapore, IOSH
Singapore Branch also participated in
this study trip.

What we did
Our activities included meeting with
the Australian local authorities to find
out how they communicate changes to
workplace health and safety legislation
that directors need to understand.
We also learned more about how
simulated learning can be used to
enhance workplace safety and health
training by visiting the Building Leadership Simulation Centre in Melbourne,
which is one of three centres of its kind
in the world.
By visiting property and infrastructure
company Lendlease, we also learned
how positive leadership can drive
safety and health performance. The
company had achieved 44 consecutive
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months without a fatality, partly due to
the implementation of a global minimum
requirements framework to achieve
consistent standards across operations.
We learned that Australia has established a system to encourage injured
workers to return to work (RTW).
Employers in Perth are supportive of
RTW because there is no time limit on
temporary incapacity payments, and
facilitating RTW is one of the few ways
for them to stop the payments. It is also
in the commercial interest of insurers to
minimise compensation pay-out.

In Adelaide, the ‘pension-for-life’
model was scrapped and replaced with
a two-year limit for less serious work
accident compensation. Meanwhile,
the new ‘Return to Work Act’ in South
Australia states that employers have to
provide alternative employment for
injured workers. If the employer fails
to provide suitable employment –
which is requested by the injured
worker – within a reasonable
timeframe, the worker can apply to the
new South Australia Employment
Tribunal for an order to the employer

IOSH Networking Night

European HSE legislation and Dredging Safety
On the evening of 7th April 2017, IOSH
Singapore branch had its second
networking night for 2017. With over 40
members and non-members present, it
was an excellent evening.

dredging.

Bhupendra Singh (IOSH Singapore Branch
Chairman) gave a brief update of the
forth-coming events and the finalised
date for Annual General Meeting (AGM).
This was followed by a scrumptious
buffet dinner.

With such a large turnout of members,
the feedback of those who had joined
us for the first time has been very
encouraging with comments like ‘’An
awesome night – thanks’’

Mr David Van Den Meersschaut, who is a
QHSES Manager from Dredging International shared on the salient features of
‘European HSE legislation and Dredging
Safety’. Dredging Safety is not a common
subject in Singapore and the group had a
great insight into the operation,
advanced safety and specialised environmental techniques that are used in

David also presented the actual
implementation of Integrated Management System during the execution of
projects worldwide.

to provide suitable employment.
Jason Oh commented, “In my opinion
this is a good move, as it is only
reasonable that the employer bears the
responsibility to compensate employees for any workplace injury and
provides the injured workers with
suitable employment when requested.
Injured workers should also cooperate
with the investigating officer to identify
and trace back the root cause of an
accident to ‘design out the hazards’
up-front.”
Reported by Jason Oh
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IOSH — SHE Networking Night
6 July 2017, National University of Singapore

On the evening of 6th July 2017, IOSH
Singapore Branch hosted a networking
night at Shaw Foundation Alumni House,
National University of Singapore.
It was at full capacity with the
conference room brimming with energy
as members mingled over a splendid
buffet spread. We were delighted that
this event gathered around 70 persons
including IOSH member and SHE Alumni.
The networking night was also graced by
IOSH International Networks Team
Leader – Laurence Dufour, who shared

IOSH new five-year strategy “WORK
2022 – shaping the future of safety
and health”. In addition, we were
pleased to have Prof. Foo Swee Cheng
from National University of Singapore
to welcome the SHE Alumni.
Guest speaker for the night was Er.
CHUI Heng Tak, who gave an
‘Overview of ISO 45001’, and the new
standard will replace OHSAS 18001. He
shared that the standard adopts the
High Level Structure (HLS) introduced
by the ISO body in 2012 for all management systems.

With the HLS, ISO 45001 requires top
management to identify organisation
context which include
 Identification of internal and
external interested parties and their
needs and expectation;
 Exercise leadership and taking more
accountability to ensure the work
environment is safe for the workers
and interested parties;
 Actions to address risks and opportunities;
 Elimination of safety hazards and
reducing safety and health risks.

Voluntary Service goes beyond the Borders
IOSH Singapore reaches to China and borders of the Tibetan mountains
IOSH continues to support the voluntary
medical team toward their tenth year
mark in reaching out to the needy
Tibetan villagers.
In the month of July 2017, a medical
team comprised of four medical
practitioners and more than 20
volunteers from across Asia participated
in this meaningful initiative — to bring
Chinese and Tibetan traditional medical
herbs and supplies to the villagers living
in the remote areas of China and borders
of the Tibetan mountains.
This year, IOSH Singapore branch is again
represented by executive committee
member, Seah Sok Hwee, who shared

her health and safety knowledge to the
local community.
The remote villages suffered significant
impact from the extreme weather this
year as some of the roads and bridges
were washed down in rain. Commuting
to and from the medical stations
becomes almost impossible and possibly threatens to deny their only access
to medical help and food supplies.
Mdm Seah reflected, “I have witnessed
children, youths, elders, women and
men risked their lives, submerged their
legs and bodies in the fierce running
waters, throwing stones into the river,
racing against time and tide to salvage
the submerging roads and broken
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bridges. My heart goes out to the young ones
when they work tirelessly with their little bare
hands, the elders who carried stones while
standing on their painful arthritis deformed
legs, men and women who summoned great
strength and team spirit fighting against the
odds of nature.”
Without proper roads, medical supplies would
never be able to reach the needy ones. The
volunteers now have a dream, a bigger dream.
The dream of ‘raising funds to rebuild roads
and more rigid bridges for the villagers’.
Engineers and IOSH safety professional took
the first step in assessing the sites and submitted the proposals; it is the first step in
realising the common dream which was
shared with the local villagers. IOSH takes the
lead at ‘Dare To Dream, we believe that if you
can dream it, you can do it!’

Technical Visit

SBS Transit Rail (Punggol Line)

On 27th August 2017, Singapore IOSH
members, Mr Desmond Teo and Mr
Wayne Koh, organised a technical trip for
the IOSH EXCO to SBS Transit. The trip
was organised as a foundation for
potential collaboration between the two
organisations.
Apart for the bus services and the NorthEast Line (NEL), SBS Transit also operates
the Light Rail Transit (LRT) for both
Sengkang and Punggol. The Sengkang
LRT has 14 stations while the Punggol
LRT has 15 stations. Both the LRT
systems consist of East and West loops
and are fully automated. They serve to

provide Sengkang and Punggol
residents a seamless transfer to NEL.

with a token of appreciation and a ride
on the LRT train of the Punggol line.

The EXCO were met by VP (Permanent
Way), Mr Lim Say Peng and his team
on the Sunday morning. After a safety
briefing, Mr Lim and his team escorted
the group to the LRT viaducts which
were
closed
for
repair
and
maintenance works.

It has been informative and
eye-opening for the Exco members and
we have gained much from learning of
the efforts and commitment that SBS
has taken towards both the workplace
and public safety.

The EXCO were briefed on the
operations and safety aspects of the
work operations and were given an
insight on the safety and environmental system of SBS rail. The visit ended

The Singapore Branch EXCO would like
to thank Mr Lim for his valuable time
on a Sunday morning and also
Desmond Teo and Wayne Koh, for
organising this visit. We look forward
to future collaborations between the
two organisations.
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Technical Visit

Chiu Teng Construction Pte Ltd and DIAP—Daelim Joint Venture (DDJV)

Last week of August, it was a pleasure to
have our IOSH president attended two
technical site visits organised by IOSH
Singapore branch and has been a fruitful
experience.
It was an eye opening during our visit to
the head office of Chiu Teng Construction
Pte Ltd and one of their construction
sites. We have been warmly welcomed
by the Managing Director, Mr Ng Chee
Hwa, and his team. The company had
achieved numerous innovative

advancements in the building industry
on his projects. As a testimonial to
their quality building works, they have
achieved ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and
OHSAS 18001 as well as safety performance awarded by several authorities.
Above all, our president and team are
appreciated and thankful for their
hospitality during this visit.

the public housing. The household
shelter gives protection to the shelterees against weapon effects such as
blast and fragments during an emergency. The household shelter in a
dwelling unit is typically the store cum
pantry with its walls, floor and ceiling
strengthened with increased thickness.

We visited one of the sites, constructing a unique built-in bombshelter integrated into every units of

The walls are set back by specified
distances from the building exterior
and the entrance to the household
shelter is installed with an approved
light protective steel door.

responsible for the erection of an 8.6kilometre quay wall and its foundation,
the dredging of the fairway and basins,
as well as the reclamation of 294
hectares of new land.

We were warmly welcomed by the
Project Director Mr. Gert De Smet, and
our chairman HSE Professional Mr
Bhupendra Singh briefed us on the HSE
aspects of the mega projects.

After our luncheon with the management of Chiu Teng Construction Co. Pte
Ltd, we proceeded to the site project of
Dredging International Asia Pacific –
Daelim Joint Venture (DDJV). DDJV had
signed the contract for the Tuas Terminal
Phase 1 Reclamation, Wharf Construction
and Dredging Project.
It entails the construction of a new port
terminal with 20 deep-water berths
having a total capacity of 20 million
twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs) per
annum. The Joint Venture will be
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IOSH Presence in XXI World Congress
03 — 06 Sep 2017, Singapore

IOSH Singapore Branch joined 2000 over
delegates all over the world in the XXI
World Congress on Safety & Health at
Work 2017. It offers a platform for the
exchange of information and views to
experts in occupational safety and
health, representatives of enterprises
and workers (the social partners), decision-makers in governments and public
authorities, and anyone else active in the
area of occupational safety and health.
The World Congress on Safety and Health
at Work is held every three years, with
each edition held in a different country.
Singapore — the host for this year, has
demonstrated a strong and ever increasing commitment to occupational safety
and health (OSH) and has been an active
participant in the global OSH community,
working hard to promote international
efforts in Asia and beyond.
IOSH UK has marked its footprint in Asia
by exhibiting at the trade show, so as to
connect IOSH with delegates all over the
world.
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XXI World Congress

~ Continue
The IOSH Singapore branch designed a
school safety poster titled ‘Safety
Starts at School’ which was presented
at the Congress. IOSH Singapore
Branch has commissioned a series of
animated short videos that focus on
safety at school, it is based on
‘Minecraft’ characters and targets
between 8–11 year old students. The
aim is to provide a free, fun and easily
accessible tool for teachers to use in
the class, to help them raise students’
awareness about safety and responsibility in school environments.
IOSH Singapore hopes to inspire
youngsters to identify hazards in their
daily environment – “school” – and to
think creatively about the best way to
prevent accidents. We want them to
acknowledge
risk
and
behave
proactively in the presence of risk,
rather
than
being
risk-averse.
Ultimately, our aim is to nurture a
culture of prevention from an early age
and help to reduce incidents in
schools. IOSH Singapore Branch has
conducted a beta-testing trial with a
local primary school (two classes) and
the feedback has been very positive,
from both teachers and students.
The initiative was presented at the
APOSHO conferences— Seoul (2015)
and New Delhi (2016). It was well
received by the international OSH community and OSH organisations from
the Asia-Pacific region. The video package will be launched formally as an
online tool, free of charge and with
open access to primary schools and
teachers. It will be available via social
media and directly on request.
 IOSH EP1 Adventure Awaits:
https://youtu.be/UFiSNA-3ndw
 IOSH EP2 Basketball:
https://youtu.be/PwiqQDaBdTM
 IOSH EP3 Canteen Chaos:
https://youtu.be/32wp01lHXxk
 IOSH EP4 Danger Dash:
https://youtu.be/_RhUk2tUMSg
 IOSH EP5 Road Safety:
https://youtu.be/sHLl8ozdpN8
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XXI World Congress
Presentation from IOSH SG

IOSH Singapore Branch members also
took to the Congress and presented their
safety posters to the delegates.

JC Sekar presented on ‘Enhancing the
effectiveness of preventive OSH risk
controls across the value chain’. The
paper postulates that inadequate communication of risk controls and evidence
of implementation is one of the main
reasons for incidents in the workplace.

Zephan Chan presented his ongoing
research project on ‘Effective PPE
programme within organisations’. The
project suggested a life cycle approach
of Selection, Maintenance, Assessment, Replacement and Training
(SMART) for effective implementation
of PPEs.

A simple, no-frills, cost-effective web and
mobile-based application has shown to
improve the deployment, and monitor
the effective implementation of risk
controls on site. The study concludes
that simple solutions can help Small &
Medium Enterprises ‘GO DIGITAL’ and
make ‘VISION ZERO’ a reality.

Seah Sok Hwee presented her research in the field of OSH. The 4 year
pilot study to research on the
‘Influence of Confucianism Philosophy
on Workplace Safety in Singapore’
reveals that the living Confucian legacy
is one sustainable resources for
informing and inspiring new directions
in human culture for centuries.
Potentially it could be adopted globally
to drive sustainable improvements in
work safety performance. After all,
safety is not just about saving lives. It is
also about influencing people, exercising leadership, character building and
achieving happiness.

Molly Yuan Xiao Mo together with her
team presented a series of findings that
investigates the relationship between the
Accident Severity Rate (ASR) in the
construction, manufacturing and marine
industries from year 1980 to 2016; the
safety policies initiated by Ministry of

Manpower Singapore and evaluate the
effect of industrial sector business cycles and GDP on ASR. The study reveals
that National safety policy is a powerful vehicle to improve safety performance. GDP has a negative influence
on the annual ASR in Singapore. Every

billion increases in GDP causes 1.86%
decrease in ASR. Her team also presented another topic that investigates
the key factors that influence safety
culture and explore how their correlations work on safety performance in
Chinese university laboratory.

The SMART life cycle approach includes
a comprehensive evaluation of all the
crucial life cycle stages in order to
identify potential risks that could
render the PPE ineffective. This involves sound competencies about the
work activities, process, environmental
hazards, accidents, existing control
measures and maintenance activities.
Data collection involve surveys with
organisations, individual users, managers, HSE personnel and occupational
hygienists with focused sets of questionnaires to measure for the abovementioned assessment criteria for several types of PPE (e.g. respiratory and
hearing protection). A series of actions
including a gap identification worksheet will be utilised as a gap analysis
or audit tool for PPE programme in
current industry setting.
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XXI World Congress

~ Continue
Narayanaswamy Venkataraman presented on ‘Safety Neutrality - Towards
Improving Safety Landscape’. The study concludes that Safety Neutrality begins with
leadership, commitment and communication followed by analysing and counting,
action for setting system and addressing risks.
Once the elements of neutrality is addressed, the next step will be to improve on
existing performances. Safety neutrality is not just risk but involves culture,
commitment, analyse and action. All these helps in improving the safety and health
outcomes.

Collaboration with Leeds Beckett
University Sharing Session with the Fresh Graduates

One of main reasons to join any professional organisation/association is the
opportunity to interact and connect with
the existing members. IOSH Singapore
Branch has collaborated with Leeds
Beckett University, by interacting and
sharing of knowledge with around 120
students of Leeds Beckett University, BSc
(Hons) Safety, Health and Environment
over a 3-month period. Through this
interaction, IOSH Singapore also hoped
to attract new members on board of
IOSH’s community.
IOSH Member – JC Sekar has facilitated a
36-hour session with the students on a
course titled ‘Hazardous Industries’.
Other members including Darren
Brunton, Nurul Asshekin, Seah Sok Hwee
and Zephan Chan have also contributed
together with guest lectures to highlight
various aspects of Health and Safety in
their area of expertise.

On 7th September, IOSH
Singapore Branch members – Lim Ping, Jason
Oh and Mok Wai Keong,
together with IOSH UK
representatives – Laurence Dufour and Chloe
Zhu, gave a presentation
of an overview of IOSH
and the latest ‘Work
2022 Vision’.
Overall outcome: IOSH
Singapore is pleased to
be recognised by the
fresh graduates as the
‘Go-to-organisation’ for
professional membership – starting as Grad IOSH members.
During the period of Jan-June 2017, we
saw an increase in our membership
and majority of the new sign-ups were
the students from the University.

We expect this number to increase
significantly with the graduation of the
batch of students from the University
in the months ahead.
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APOSHO 32 Conference
8 September 2017, Novotel Singapore
Held on the 8th September, Mr Ameerali
Abdeali, Chairman APOSHO 32, started
with a welcome address, followed by the
opening remark from Mr Law Chi Meng,
General Secretary APOSHO.
The guest of honour— Mr Sam Tan, Minister of State, Ministry of Manpower
gave an opening address to welcome all
delegates. Mr Tan confirmed the view
that ‘Vision Zero’ requires a commitment
by all and is one of the cornerstones for
OSH progression. He further added that
'Every life matters and every accident is
preventable'. It is definitely a powerful
statement for all OSH professionals to
bear in mind at all times.
The conference theme focused on four
key areas;
1) Risk management and its technique
2) Using technological advancement for
safety education and Design for Safety

3) Improving Businesses using Behavioural Based Techniques and Integrating Safety into Business Models
4) Health and wellness in the workplace
One of the presenter was Mr Hong Inpyo, from Korea Industrial Safety Association (KISA) - he introduced Virtual
Reality (VR) technology through
integration of 3D programs, simulation
tool and game engine to create
construction
educational
safety
programme to identify potential
hazardous environment.

APOSHO 32—Annual General Meeting

On 9th September, APOSHO held its
Annual General Meeting (AGM), which
was attended by various organisations
and delegates from Australia, South East
Asia, China, Japan, Kora and even
Mauritius. The Secretary General introduced and welcomed Board of Certified
Safety Professional and Mr Ameerali
Abdeali into the new committee.
The chairman envisioned the roadmap
and plan for the next five years; which
includes setting up a permanent office
and recruiting new members within the

AP region.
Technical sub-committees also updated numerous topics that ranged from
upgrading of APOSHO website, ISO
45001 and mental wellness.
During the meeting, health and mental
wellness was extensively emphasised
as an area of concern due to the lack of
understanding and competency of OHS
professional. Members have requested
to put up papers on mental health in
the next APOSHO conference.

In another presentation by Occupational Safety and Health Council, Hong
Kong SAR, Ms Alice Lam shared the
types of health-related issues such as
obesity and mental disorders.
She also shared the implemented
health promotion programme in Hong
Kong such as “Joyful@Healthy Workplace” Campaign that aims to promote
the employees’ well-being by focusing
on healthy eating, physical activity and
mental well-being.

9 September 2017

Aside that, the committee has accepted a new Secretary General for 2018
(without any objection), Mr Bernnie
Doyle of National Safety Council
Australia. The new Secretary General
had pledged to bring the committee to
a great height under his leadership in
the coming year.
Last but not least, the AGM was
concluded and the APOSHO flag was
handed over to IOSH Hong Kong
Branch for hosting the next APOSHO in
Hong Kong in 2018.
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APOSHO 32— ISO 45001 Facilitated Workshop
9 September 2017

Straight after APOSHO 32 AGM, an ‘ISO
45001 Facilitated Workshop’ was
specially arranged by the APOSHO
committee for members to understand
the way forward when implementing the
revised management system.
John Lacey, IOSH Past President was the
distinguished speaker for this workshop.
He shared an overview of the benefits of
implementing ISO 45001 and explained
the key difference between the proposed

standard and OHSAS 18001.
The session was broken into groups for
an interactive session to discuss on
how workers’ participation and leadership can be demonstrated to external
auditors to conform to the standards.
Members were raising questions on
gathering objective evidences and
interviewing techniques to solicit
responses from different auditees.

John concluded the session by urging
members to adopt the new standard in
view of OHS perspective in protecting
human lives.
He emphasised that by understanding
the requirements, conducting gap
analysis early, allocating resources and
mostly importantly, commitment from
the top management will guarantee
the success of the management
system.

UON Singapore — Student Ball & Awards Night
University of Newscastle, held on the 15th September 2017

and the recipient was Ms Tan Wan Sin,
who is currently working for SBS
Transit Limited.
On the 15th September 2017, it was the
annual University
of
Newscastle
Singapore (UoNS) — Student Ball and
Awards Night. It is organised to honour
outstanding staffs and students along
with UoNS partners, alumni and
sponsors. The theme for the event is
1970s/80s Disco or Retro.

As part of the partnership with UoNS’s
Bachelor of Environmental, Occupational Health and Safety (BEnvOHS)
program, IOSH Singapore Branch was
invited to attend the event.
This year, IOSH Singapore Branch has
sponsored an one-year IOSH membership to the Top Student in the Cohort;

Represented by the branch Vice Chairman, Lim Ping, a token of appreciation
was presented by UoNS to the
Singapore branch.
Heartiest congratulations to Ms Tan
and IOSH Singapore would like to take
this opportunity to congratulate all
students who have completed the
course successfully!
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Visit by IOSH Hong Kong Branch Chairman
1 October 2017

During a recent personal visit to Singapore, IOSH
Hong Kong Branch Chairman, Mr Chu Chun Wah and
EXCO member Ms Annisa Leung took the opportunity
to meet up with IOSH Singapore Branch EXCO
members.
On 1st October 2017, our representatives— Seah Sok
Hwee, JC Sekar and Kenny Chen invited them for a
networking dinner to discuss on the collaboration
initiatives moving forward.
It’s a pleasure to host them and we look forward to
seeing them again.

XiYao Charity Fair— Children Cancer Foundation
Promoting IOSH Safety Videos to the children, teachers and parents

The school aims to nurture wellbehaved, happy and lively children
who spontaneously love and care for
others; to proliferate renowned
Xingqing Education, so that every
parent will rejoice and take pride at
their children in becoming pillars of the
society. Click here to visit XiYao Childcare’s website.
This annual charity event is a CSR initiative from the teachers, preschoolers

and parents who embraces education
based on the Confucius beliefs.
IOSH participated at Families@PAVE in
celebration of Children's Day on the 7th
Oct 2017. IOSH has worked with more
than 20 families in the effort to
prevent family violence. PAVE is an
organisation which aims to promote a
healthy community, free from violence
through empowerment, collaboration
and advocacy. PAVE is a voluntary

welfare organisation set up in 1999
and it is also the first family violence
specialist
centre
in
Singapore.
Click here to visit PAVE’s website.
IOSH Exco member, Seah Sok Hwee
has volunteered her service at both
events as a games coordinator and first
aider. In addition, she also took the
opportunity to share IOSH school
safety videos during the events.
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Calendar of Events 2017/ 2018 (Tentative)
2017/
2018

Nov

Exco
Meetings

02 November 2017
Exco Meeting

Dec
Jan 2018

Events

Technical visits

Date TBC
Walk-A-Jog #4
9 November 2017
Annual BCAA– IOSH Conference
– Venue: TBC
11 December 2017
Christmas/New Year Networking Night
Cum Webinar

04 January 2018
Exco Meeting

Date TBC
Technical Visit
Date TBC
Networking Night

Feb 2018
Mar 2018

01 March 2017
Exco Meeting

May 2018

17 May 2018
Annual General Meeting
– Venue: TBC

Date TBC
Overseas Technical Visit

Lookout for dates on our ‘FREE’ Members Networking nights! Limited Spaces available for Technical Visits.
From January 2015, non-members of IOSH will be charge nominal fees to attend IOSH Singapore Branch events.

TECHNICAL VISITS — WHAT’S NEXT?
OPEN for IDEAS! If a technical visit can be arranged
at your workplace where IOSH members can learn
the organisation’s Safety Management System onsite, this will be a valuable experience for all.
Please do share with us so that we can make the
necessary arrangement, email
ioshsecretarysingapore@gmail.com

Health & Safety Reading Corner
 IOSH Magazine— October 2017 Issue Click here
 WSH Institute—OW Links (A publication of Workplace Safety and Health Institute, Singapore).
Click here for Issue 56 (May 2017)
 WSH Council—Bulletin. Click here

CONTRIBUTE NEWS / ARTICLES
SHP Magazine editor is looking for international
SHPs to contribute stories related on national/
international health and safety in the magazine.
Should you have any news/articles to share, write
to Nick Warburton Nick.Warburton@ubm.com

Contact Us at
Registered Address:
No. 15, Changi North Street 1,
#02-36 I-Lofts @ Changi, Singapore 498765
Tel: +65 6542 4984 Fax: +65 6542 5584

FEEDBACK / COMMENTS
We welcome articles related on national/international HSE matters.
If you have any news, ideas, or experiences to share, write to us at
sgioshnews@gmail.com
For Advertisement opportunities, please email
ioshsecretarysingapore@gmail.com

